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Abst ract - -F in i te  difference approximate solutions for the two-dimensional Burgers system which 
models a turbulent flow in a channel. Implicit Euler method is applied to obtain approximate so- 
lutions. Existence of solutions is shown by using Leray-Schauder fixed-point heorem. Stability 
and uniqueness of the solution are also shown by judicious applications of the discrete Gronwall's 
inequality and energy methods. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the two-dimensional Burgers' system 
d u f0 r : p _ ~ _ (~,2 + w2) dx, dt 
__  = 02v  0 
Ov u(v - ~) + ~ Ox ~ Ox (v'~ - ~)  Ot 
Ow 02w 0 
o--~, = ~(~ + ~) + ~ ~ + ~ (2w) ,  
where u( t ) ,v (x , t ) ,w(x , t )  are real functions defined for 0 _< t <_ T, 0 <_ x < 7c. 
conditions are 
~(0) = ~o, ~(x, 0) = ~0(x), ,w(x, 0) = 'w0(x), 
and the  boundary condi t ions  are 
v(0, t) = v(~, t) = 0 = ~,,(0, t) = ~,(~, t )  
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This system was modeled by Burgers [1] as one of several mathematical models for turbulence in 
order to portray viscous fluid motion under the action of a constant pressure drop in a straight 
channel between parallel walls. Here, u(t) denotes the principal velocity in the channel due to 
some applied exterior force P and v(x, t) and w(x, t) are the turbulent perturbation of the motion. 
And a positive constant u is the viscosity of the fluid in the channel. 
One-dimensional Burgers' system 
du = p _ t~u - v 2 dx, (1.6) 
dt 
Ov O2v Ov 
0-)- = uv + u ~x  2 - 2v ~xx' (1.7) 
has been studied by Horgan and Olmstead [2], where the), discussed stability and uniqueness of 
the solution for (1.6),(1.7). Asymptotic solution and numerical solutions for Burgers equation of 
type (1.7) have been studied by Vanaja and Sachdev [3], Mickens [4], and Mohanty [5]. 
Fitzgibbon [6] uses the theory of analytic semigroups in order to provide an exponential rep- 
resentation of solutions for (1.1) (1.5). The existence of unique weak solution (u, v, w) of (1.1)- 
(1.5) has been shown by Dlotko [7] using Galerkin methods under the assumptions that u0 
and v0, w0 E L2[0, rr]. Further, the existence of unique classical solution of (1.1) (1.5) has been 
shown in [7]: for any initial conditions u0 and vo(x),wo(x) E C2+~[0, rc], 0 < ct < 1, satisfying 
- + . 0,xx - = - 0)x]lx=0  0 
and 
[uo(vo + wo) + L, wo,== - (2vowo)=] lx=O, , ,  = O, 
there exists a unique classical solution (u(t), v(x, t), w(x, t)) of (1.1)-(1.5) such that 
~(t) ~ c2+~/2[0, r], 
v(x , t ) ,w(x , t )  E C2+~'1+~/2([0,7r] × [0, T]). 
We will discuss the existence and error estimates of the finite difference approximate solutions 
for Burgers' system (1.1)-(1.5). This will allow us to see the turbulence phenomenon by efficient 
computation. In Section 2, an implicit finite difference method is derived using the backward 
Euler scheme and the rectangular quadrature rules for the integral term in (1.1). In Section 3, 
the existence of the finite difference quation is shown by using the mathematical induction and 
Leray-Schauder fixed-point heorem. Stability of the discretized Burgers' system is also discussed, 
from which we can see the asymptotic decay property of the approximate solution. In Section 4, 
the error in L2-norm between the exact solution and the approximate solution is shown, which 
is O(h + k). Uniqueness of the approximate solution is also shown by using the energy method. 
2. D ISCRET IZAT IONS 
Let M, N be any positive integers and h = rr/M, k = T/N .  We denote 
for i = 0 , . . . ,  2~I, n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N. We define the difference operators as, for a function ¢ defined 
on grid points, 
V@ - 
and 
~i+ 1 - ¢~- 1 V ' -  ¢~ - ¢~ - ¢.i- 1 ¢~+ 1 - ¢~ 
2h ' h ' V+@-  - - - -h~ ' 
/ 
- ¢'? - ¢~"-1 ¢ .+1/~ (¢: ,+1 + ~?) 
A@= @+1 2@,+@_1 - ~ , 
h2 , 0t ¢i = k ' i - 2 
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Further, for real vectors V = (V1, V2,.. . ,  Vk4-1) ,  I/V = (W1, W2,... , W/if_l) with V0 = VM = 
W0 = WM = 0, we define an inner product and the corresponding norm, respectively, 
i~4-- i 
(v, w)h = h ~ KVVz, IlVll 2 = (V, V),,. 
i=1  
Then we may easily see that  the following relations hold as in [8]: 
(v, vw)h = - (vv,  w)h, 
(vvv + v(v)~,  v),,  = o, 
3/1-1 
(Av, w),, : -h  
i=1 
Using the above notations, we may obtain tim following discrete version of Friedrichs' inequality 
whose proof  can be found in [9]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any vector V defined as above, 
41IvII ~ ~ [ Iv+v i i  ~ . 
For a simple notat ion,  let c 2 be a function defined as 
~(V, I.V)i = (V/_ 1 _t_ Vi -I- V /+I ) (~iT]  - ~Vi_I). 
Then we obtain 
~(V,  V)~ = EVV~ + W(~) ~. 
Since equations (1.2),(1.3) can be expressed as, by taking derivatives, respectively, 
Ov 02V Dv Ow 
u(v w) - 2v ~ + 2w 
Ow u(v + w) 02w Ov Ow 
0--( = + "~ + 2 ~ + 2~ 0--7' 
a discrete backward Euler scheme for Burgers'  system (1.1)-(1.5) becomes 
~f-  1 
Z + 
i=1 
1 
&E ~ = U ~ (E  ~ - W; ~) + uA~ ~ - ~ {~ (V '~,vn)~ - ~(W ~,w%},  (2.2) 
1 
otwn=un(~n+wn)+uAW~Z+'~ {p(Vn,  W*~)~+p(~Vr~,Vn)i}, (2.3) 
U ° = uo, V/° = vo(ih), W ° = wo(ih), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,A l  - 1, (2.4) 
Vo n = V~3 = 0 : !3Zo n : I¥1T~, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (2.5) 
3. EX ISTENCE AND STABIL ITY  
In this section, we use the following Leray-Schauder fixed-point heorem in order to show 
the existence of solutions for the system of difference equations (2.1)-(2.5). For a proof  of the 
Leray-Schauder f ixed-point heorem, we refer to [10]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be an open, bounded set in t~ ~ containing the origin and F : D --~ R n a 
continuous mapping. I t 'F(x) ~ rx whenever 7" > 1 and x in the boundary OD o lD ,  then F has 
a fixed point in the closure D. 
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THEOREM 3.2. The discrete Burgers' system (2.1)-(2.5) has a solution. 
PaOOF. Assume that solutions (U °, V °, W°), (U i, V 1, W i) . . . .  , (U ~-1, V '~-1, W '~-1) for (2.1)- 
(2.5) exist. By the mathematical induction, we will show that there is a solution (U ~, V ~, W ~) 
for (2.1)-(2.5). 
It follows from (2.1) that 
U n _ U n- 1 
< P - ~,U ~. 
k 
This inequality gives 
U ~ < U '~-i + kP -  ~,kU ~, n = 1 , . . . ,N .  
Summing the above inequality from n = 1 to n, we obtain 
U n <_U °+nkP-b ,h~U j. 
j=i 
Applying the discrete Gronwall's inequality, we obtain 
U ~ <_ (Uo + nkP) exp(-ukn)  < U0 - exp( -ukn)  + --. /] 
Since the numerical solution U '~ of (2.1) is bounded and can be obtained explicitly for given V '~ 
and W ~, we will mainly concern of the existence of V n and W ~. 
Define functions f, 9: RM-]  -~ ]RM-1, respectively, by 
f(V) = k [Un(V 
9(W) = k [U'~(V 
1 ] 
- w)  + . zxv  - ~ {~(v ,  v )  - ~(w,  w)}  , 
+ w) + .~w + ~ {~(v, w/+ ~(w, -/}]. 
Then (V ~, W") is a solution of (2.2) and (2.3) if and only if 
vn=I (V  '~)+V n- l ,  Wn=9(  W~)+Wn- i .  
Hence, we have only to show the existence of a fixed point (V ~, W ") for f and g using the 
Leray-Schauder fixed-point Theorem 3.1. 
Consider an open ball D = B(0, r) C R M-1. Assume that for V, W E OD and 7 > 1, 
7V = f (V)  + V n- l ,  "~W = ~(W) ~- W n-1. 
Taking inner products 7V with V and "yW with W, we obtain, respectively, 
7(V, V)h = kV~(Y, Y)h -- kUrd(W, V)h 
-k .  (V+Y, V+V)h + ~-~ (~(W, W), V)h + (V n-i ,  Y )h ,  (3.1) 
~(w, w)h = kv~(v, w)~ + kun(w, w)h 
__]~l/(V+W,V+W) h_ t_~(~(V ,W)Av@( l /V ,V) ,W)h  ~_(wn_ l  ~/.)h " (3.2) 
Adding (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain 
(W n-1 W~ "y( l IVt[2+lIWll2)=kun(I IVI I2+[IWl[2)+(v~-l ,v)h +,  , ,,~ 
- k~ ( l i v+v I I  2 + IIv+wll 2) 
1 ( l i vn_ l l t2  + iiw=_lll 2) _< ku"  (llVli 2 + IlWll =) + 
1 
+ ~ (liVil ~ + {iwli~). 
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Since V, W E B(0, r), it follows from the above inequality that 
0 / --< ~cU n ÷ I I ] l ,  i vn - lH  2 ÷ IJll,,~¥n-lu2 1 
+-  
2 ( l l v l l  ~ + l lWII  ~) 2 
II II H II + 1 : ~U n ÷ , ,gn - l , ,  2 , l~2"n-l,, 2 ÷ - .  
4r 2 2 
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and 
THEOREM 3.3. The discrete Burgers' system (2.1)-(2.5) is stable. 
PROOF. Multiplying (2.1) by U ~ and applying Young's inequality, we obtain 
1 - 
Again multiplying (2.2) and (2.3) by hV~ n, hW~ *, respectively, and sumnfing i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~ , I -  1, 
- 1 
~ 0t Ilrnll 2 < U~ I Ig~l l~-  V~(W<g%-  ullV+V"ll~ + 5 (~(W'~,W~) , r% (3.4) 
1 c9 t [IW,,[12 < U, ~ rV,~ IV,~ ~ + U, ~ . _ , , ,,~ Ll~v~ll '~ - ~ II I , , v+w~ '~ 
(3 .5 )  
1 1 
+~ (~ (V n, W~),  W'% + ~ (~ (W~< V~), wn)h .  
Adding (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain 
2 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.6) that 
10t {(Un)2+tlvnll2+l[wntl2} <_ -u  {(gn)~+ IIv+v,,ll" + I[v+~v~lt"} ÷Rival. (3.7) 
Thanks to Lemma 2.1 and Young's inequality, we obtain, for an appropriate constant fl and a 
small positive constant e, 
2 - 4e 
Summing (3.8) from n = 1 to m, we obtain 
_ 1 
2 
m 1 
- X ;  + + II nll + 
It follows fi'om Gronwall's inequality that 
{ 1 } 
(g-~) 2 + tlVmil 2 + [IWmlI 2 <_ (S°)  2 + IIv011 ~ + IIw011 ~ + ~ P~Z exp(-2~k,,~> (3.9) 
This implies that the discrete Burgers' system (2.1) (2.5) is stable for appropriate constants 
and e. I 
REMARK. Integrating (3.7) with respect o t and applying Gronwall's inequality, we may show 
that IIV+VII and ilV+WLi are bounded. Furthermore, we can see from (3.9) that the numerical 
solution (U ~, V n, W '~) decays asymptotically as m --+ oo. 
For large r and kU '~ < 1/2, it leads a contradiction to "y > 1. Therefore, the Leray-Schauder 
theorem implies the existence of a fixed point (V n, W n) of f(U) and g(U) in / ) .  | 
We now consider the stability for Burgers' system (2.1) (2.5). 
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4. ERROR EST IMATES AND UNIQUENESS 
In this section, we consider the convergence of approximate solutions of (2.1)-(2.5) to the 
solutions of (1.1) (1.5). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let  (u, v, w)  be a solut ion o f  (1.1) - (1.5)  and (U, V, W) be a solut ion o f  (2.1) - (2.5) .  
Then  there exists a constant  C such that  
n 2 (~ - g '~)  2 + I1< - V~ll~ + I jw n - w tb, <- c (h 2 + k2) .  
PROOF. Let 0" = u n - U ~, ~ = v n - V n, 71 ~ = w n - W "~. Then it follows from (2.1)-(2.5) that 
0t0 '~ = - .0  n + I1~112 + Ilvnll 2 - 2 (v ~, ~'~)h - 2 (w% ~P)h + s.~, (4.1) 
- n 1 od = .a~ + 0 ~ (~n _ ~,~) + ~ {~ (~n, C)  - ~ ("% ,n)} 
- ~ (¢ '  - ~)  + 0 n (<  - ~)  + ~n (4.2) 
1 
3h {~ (~% ¢~) + ~ (C,  <)  - ~ (w% ~P) - ~ (.~, ~" )} ,  
1 
+ u n (7/~ + ~") + 0 n (v ~ + w n) + z,, (4.3) 
1 
+ ~ {~(C,  ~n) + ~(~",~P) + ~ (~,<)  + ~ ( , :~ ,~")} ,  
where 
and 
s~ = (0~u ~ - ~,) + I1<112 + Ilwnll 2 - / (~2 + w 2) &,  
1 
,-~ = ~"  - ~ (< - w ~) - ~a< + ~fi {~ (~'~, v")  - ~ (~n, ~n)} ,  
1 Wn ) zn =SJ~- -~n(vn+~'~) - - 'Zx~n- -~ {~(<,  -- ~(~,<)} .  
Mult iplying (4.1) by O n, we obtain 
(on) < - -o  n + + l l , r lF)  - 2 o - t ,  , -  ,1, + (w~,~)h}  (4.4) 
Taking the inner product of (4.2) with ~n and (4.3) with ,n  adding to (4.4), we obtain 
<-- (<- -W'L~'%on+(v  " w% . ,  + II~nll2+ll~PII 2 
1 
+ (~ (C,  wn), V~),~ + (~ (W", ~n), ~%,} + Sn0 ~ + 0"~, ~)h  + (Zn,'~)h- 
It follows from Young's inequality that 
(on) 2 + ll~?lt 2 + II,nll 2 _< (0°) 2 + II¢°ll + II,°ll 
The discrete Oronwall's inequality with 0 ° = 0, ~0 = 0, and rl o = 0 implies that 
(0~) 2 + IIC'II 2 + II'r,"~lj 2 _< C(h  2 + k2). 
This completes the proof. | 
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THEOREM 4.2. The solution of  (2.1)-(2.5) exists uniquely. 
PROOF. Let (X ~, Y'~, Z n) be another solution of (2.1)-(2.5) and E"  = U T~ - X ' ,  F '~ = V ~ - Y'~, 
G n = W n - Z n. Then we obtain 
= - (F  '~ X" '  - 2 ~p-~' Z r~' - ( ) ,  (4.5) 9,E ~ - ,E  n 2,  , ,h ,~  , . ,  Ibfr~ll 2+lIGnll 2 
5F"  Xr~(V r' E r' a ~') E" , = -o  '~)+ (F '~-  + (Y '~-Z" )  
1 
+ , i F "  - 3D7 (~ (F'< F") + ~ (C< C,r')} (4.S) 
1 
3h {~ (Fr' '  yn)  + ~ (yn,  Fr,) _ ~ (Z.~, G,~) _ ~ (at,, Zr,)}, 
0,c  ~ = F ~ (F ~ + a")  + e ~ (Z ~' + Z ~) + X" (F T' + a")  (4.7) 
1 
+ .Lxa" + g {~ (F< C ~) + ~ (C", V")} 
+ ~ {~ (F'< z r',) + ~ (Z", a r') + ~ (C", Z r') + ~ (z< v" )} .  
Multiplying (4.5) by E '~ and taking inner product (4.6),(4.7) with F n, G r~, respectively, we obtain 
_I 5~ (sr~) 2 +.  (Z'~) ~ < -2 (V " ,X  "),, Z" - 2,~0~ , Z~,h S~ 
2 
_ I IF,~II2E, ~ _ I IG~I IZE,~,  (4.8) 
_1 5t ]lFnl]2 + u l]VF,,]12 < (X,~ (F,~ - G'~) ,F~')h + (E~' (F'~ - G")  , F~')h 
2 
1 
+ (E" (Yn-  Z" ) ,F '~)h  + ,~ {(o;(O'~,O'~),F~)h 
(4.9) 
- (c; (F ' ,  yr ,) ,  F~)h _ (~ (y~, F" ) ,  Fr')h 
+ (~ (zL  c ' )  V r'~ , ,j, + (~ (C", Z") F '%},  
! & iiGr~ll~ + ~ IIVCr'I[ ~ < (E ~ (F r~ + C ' )  C"),, + (E r' (Y" + Z n) G~),~ 
1 
+ (X n (F ~ + Or'), Cr')h + ~ {(~ (F ~, G~'), G~'),, 
(4.10) 
+ (~Y (a  n, Fn) ,  Gr~)h + (~2 ( Frz, Zn) ,  a" ) t ,  
+ (~ (yn  G~),G~,)~, + (~ (Or, y . )  G") 
h 
+ (~(Zn,  F ") ,G~')h}. 
Adding (4.8) (4.10) altogether, applying Young's inequality and using boundedness of (U, V, W), 
(X, ]I, Z), and of liV+V]I, HV+WIt, ]IV+YH, IIV+ZH, we obtain 
Summing the above inequality from n = I to N and applying Gronwall's inequality, we obtain, 
for k0 such that 1 - Ck > 0 for 0 < k </co, 
(u ' )  ~ + IIFNll ~ + l la" l l  <- O {(E° )  ~ + liE°l[ ~ + IlC°ll ~} = O. 
This completes the proof of uniqueness of solutions for (2.1) (2.5). | 
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